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Governance, 
neighbourhoods and 
service delivery1 

Meeting the challenges of 
neighbourhood governance
It is tempting to say that in the current policy climate the 
‘neighbourhood’ has become somewhat of a ‘solution’ 
looking for a ‘problem’ to solve, be it economic deprivation, 
anti-social behaviour, community cohesion or substance 
misuse. But, of course, neighbourhood governance is not 
without its recognised policy challenges; not least how local 
authorities define what actually constitutes a ‘neighbour-
hood’, address the potential clash between representative 
and participatory democracy, meet strategic objectives 
whilst allowing local discretion, ensure the consistency and 
equity of service provision across neighbourhoods, and 
manage the pull towards economies of scale and the push 
towards local choice in service delivery (see Box 1). 

Our initiative
Neighbourhood governance demands a number of trade-
offs or political choices between participation and influence, 
access and competence, cohesion and pluralism, choice 
and equity.3  The current neighbourhood agenda itself 

Box 1    Potential policy challenges of 
neighbourhood governance

•  How far can representative local government act as the means of 
widening participatory community empowerment and neighbour-
hood governance?;

•  How is local government to address both the national efficiency 
agenda and its push for economies of scale and the call for diversity 
and local choice across neighbourhoods?;

•  How is local government to retain the strategic capacity of its depart-
ments to plan and deliver services whilst responding to local discre-
tion across neighbourhoods?;

•  How is local government to ensure the consistency of provision and 
address relative disadvantage across localities?;

•  How is local government to resolve policy conflicts when neighbour-
hood demands are incompatible with strategic policy priorities?;

•  How is local government to construct effective vertical and hori-
zontal connections between neighbourhoods and other levels of 
governance and partners?;

•  How is local government to ensure that narrow sectional groups do 
not come to dominate neighbourhoods and accentuate divisions 
across localities?;

•  How is local government to avoid neighbourhood empowerment 
creating ‘expert citizens’ 2 who are unrepresentative of the wider 
community?;

•  How is local government to build the capacity of the community 
and voluntary sectors whilst avoiding the ‘burnout’ of community 
leaders?;

•  How is local government to manage the expectations of communi-
ties for local choice when committed to national performance targets 
and the demands of national regulatory regimes?
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encapsulates such trade-offs with its articulation of both serv-
ice improvement and civil renewal outcomes – arguably with 
a preference for service improvement. This joint research and 
policy development initiative investigates how local authorities 
might choose to make different ‘trade-offs’ in responding to the 
challenges of neighbourhood governance. In words, it analyses 
different institutional designs for neighbourhood governance, 
contributing to current debates over how we might re-design 
local authority institutions to deliver public value whilst em-
powering communities across neighbourhoods. Importantly, 
it seeks to identify the implications for local stakeholders of 
‘designing in’ specific trade-offs to neighbourhoods, particularly 
the impacts of particular designs on our understanding of the 
role of the ward councillor. 

The policy context 
Neighbourhoods, in their various guises as sites for area-based 
decentralisation below local authorities, have been a perma-
nent fixture in contemporary narratives of local governance.4  
Entwined with the discourse of community and partnership, 
‘neighbourhood’ has become part of the orthodoxy of public 
governance. 90% of local authorities surveyed by the LGA in 
2007 had neighbourhood forums or meetings open to the 
public, with 30% have ward budgets for individual councillors5, 
whilst an earlier 2004 survey had indicated that over one quarter 
of local authorities had devolved some decision-making powers 
down to area committees.6  Indeed, 73 per cent of people would 
support more neighbourhood control over services and budg-
ets, with 35 per cent favouring neighbourhood forums and 23 

per cent a ‘new type of elected neighbourhood council’.7  

For the New Labour government, neighbourhoods have become 
the privileged space for driving forward sustainable improve-
ments to service delivery and for re-engaging citizens with 
the processes of government.8 It is through neighbourhoods 
that we increase community involvement in decision-making, 
enhance local partnership working, build capacity and gener-
ate social capital, and target effective services. The 2006 Local 
Government White Paper, Strong and Prosperous Communities, 
whilst making no explicit reference to area committees or neigh-
bourhood forums, encouraged nonetheless the development 
across local authorities of neighbourhood management and 
local neighbourhood charters as well as community calls for ac-
tion and local petitions.9  The 2007 Local Government and Public 
Involvement in Health Act subsequently gave local authorities 
the duty to provide information and consult and involve local 
people in service delivery and policy-making. The Action Plan 
for Community Empowerment, published in October 2007, 
foresees the further engagement of local people in the devel-
opment of Local Area Agreements and planning processes, as 
well as increased recourse to participatory budgeting schemes, 
citizen juries and local petitions10; measures supported by the 
Green Paper, The Governance of Britain.11 
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Designing institutions for neighbourhood 
governance
Neighbourhood governance, as we argued above, demands a 
number of trade-offs or political choices. How we negotiate such 
trade-offs will be shaped by the institutional designs and princi-
ples that we put in place. Government itself has underlined the 
importance of the community leadership role of local authori-
ties and the requirement in any move to neighbourhood gov-
ernance to retain the strategic capacity of local authorities and 
partners to steer policy across neighbourhoods in a locality.12 
However, there has been no ‘steer’ from central government on 
institutional forms that neighbourhood governance might take, 
although it has made reference to overarching principles to 
guide neighbourhood working (see Box 2).13 Different rationales 
will inform different institutional arrangements for neighbour-
hood governance, structure different roles for politicians and 
officers, legitimise different forms of decision-making and privi-
lege different outcomes.14  And, as Lowndes and Sullivan argue 
‘neighbourhoods can’t do everything; we need to concentrate 
on what they are best placed to do – and on how to manage 
the inevitable trade-offs they throw up. We need to develop a 
conception of […] “a good political life” at the neighbourhood 
level and then explore in detail the implications for citizens, 
representatives, leaders and public servants.’15   

Deploying Mintzberg
Taking up the challenge of Lowndes and Sullivan, we deploy the 
work of Mintzberg as a ‘way of seeing’ the impact of different 

Box 2     Five key principles for neighbourhood 
arrangements16 

1)  All councils, in partnership with other service providers, should 
provide opportunities and support for neighbourhood engage-
ment through appropriate arrangements so that they can 
respond to the needs and priorities of neighbourhood com-
munities.

2)  Neighbourhood arrangements must be capable of making a real 
difference to the everyday lives of citizens.

3)  The nature of neighbourhood arrangements must be appropri-
ate to local circumstances, be flexible to changing circumstances 
over time and be responsive to the needs and diversity of the 
community and its organisations. 

4)  Neighbourhood arrangements must be consistent with local 
representative democracy which gives legitimacy to govern-
mental institutions, and places elected councillors as the lead-
ing advocates for their communities, and with the requirements 
of local democratic accountability.

5)  Neighbourhood arrangements must be balanced with the de-
mands of efficiency and proportionality.

organisational designs on the workings of local authorities. 
Mintzberg isolates five components common to all organisa-
tions (although what we deem to be the ‘organisation’ might 
extend beyond the traditional organisational boundaries of a 
local authority).17  
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The strategic apex sits at the head of the organisation and is 
composed of its executives, directors and elected leaders. Its 
role is to develop the organisation’s strategic goals and vision, 
determining how the organisation serves its mission and, in the 
public sector, meets the changing demands of external funders 
or regulators. 

The middle-line hierarchy represents the chain of middle-line 
managers or business managers who connect the operating 
core up to the strategic apex of the organisation. The role of 
these individuals is to manage and delegate work to the operat-
ing core according to the direction set by the directors within 
the strategic apex.

The operating core sits at the base of the organisation. It in-
cludes all those employees who work directly to produce the 
goods and services delivered by the organisation. 

Parallel to this line of organisation which runs from the strategic 
apex to the operating core sit the technostructure and the sup-
port staff. The technostructure consists of the organisations’ 
analysts and specialists notably policy and performance depart-
ments who work to standardise and improve practices across 
organisations. 

Finally, the support staff provides discrete sets of services that 
sustain the work of the rest of the organisation in the achieve-
ment of its core purpose. Support staff can include a range of 
employees involved in such activities as transport, public rela-
tions, accounting or human resources. 

Using Mintzberg as a means of analysing the trade-offs of neigh-
bourhood governance thus offers us a way of mapping different 

institutional designs. Each form of neighbourhood governance 
within a local authority will embed distinct roles for its strategic 
apex or operating core for example.  Indeed, against the back-
ground of the work of Mintzberg, we can generate a number of 
questions to guide our research: 

•  What might the strategic apex look like in an authority designed 
for neighbourhood governance? 

•  And what might be the role and functions of the operating 
core? What about questions of line-management? Support 
and technostructure? 

•  Looking at the strategic apex, what governance mechanisms 
facilitate the strategic leadership and coordination of neigh-
bourhoods to ensure the production of public value across a 
locality? 

•  And what mechanisms do so whilst enabling ward councillors 
to advocate residents’ concerns, to influence strategic service 
delivery, and broker agreements between local neighbour-
hood partners?18  

In fact, as we do below, we can begin to illustrate how different 
designs deal with the different trade-offs involved in designing 
neighbourhood governance. These applications of Mintzberg 
are designed themselves simply to aid debate about the policy 
implications of different organisational forms. They remain ideal 
types; in practice, neighbourhood institutions will borrow from 
different designs and be much more ‘messy’.
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Centralised organisation which exhibits 
significant levels of specialisation such 
that individuals in the operating core are 
highly supervised and tightly controlled 
by rules and regulations. Co-ordination 
across the authority derives from rule-
bound standardisation which produces a 
developed middle-line and technostruc-
ture within the organisation. However, 
the strategic apex retains considerable 
power and organisational strategy is very 
much driven from the top downwards. 
Neighbourhood working can in some 
instances be reduced to little more than a 
tool for informing and legitimising main-
stream strategy development. 

The Centralised Machine Authority
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Highly decentralised organisation where 
individuals in the operating core benefit 
from high levels of autonomy over their 
own work and indeed work closely with 
partners and communities in neighbour-
hoods. As a result there is a large support 
staff but an undeveloped middle-line, 
technostructure and strategic apex. Co-
ordination across the authority derives 
from the shared expertise and standards 
of those within the operating core and 
strategy becomes the cumulative effect 
of the initiatives and professional strate-
gies of those within the operating core.

The Decentralised Professional Authority
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Constrained decentralisation where 
semi-autonomous divisions which are 
brought together under a central admin-
istration are given control over service 
delivery across neighbourhoods. Unlike 
the decentralised professional author-
ity, control is not decentralised down to 
individuals in the operating core; rather, 
there is limited delegation from manag-
ers in the central administration to the 
managers of each division with each divi-
sion itself potentially highly centralised. 
Coordination across the authority derives 
primarily from performance control and 
monitoring systems which focus not on 
processes but on outputs. Individual 
divisions formulate the strategies for the 
neighbourhoods within which they work, 
but ‘headquarters’ retains control over 
the strategic portfolio, overall financial 
resources, designs the performance con-
trol system and provides certain support 
services common to all divisions. 

The Decentralised Divisional Authority
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Further research
This paper forms part of a wider research project into the 
governance of neighbourhoods and service delivery. The next 
stage of this research is to undertake case study examinations 
of service-delivery networks across neighbourhoods in order to 
investigate emerging patterns of democratic governance and 
service delivery. 
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